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Enforcement Of Legislation For Labor In Kosovo And It’s Reformation

Blerim Krasniqi

Abstract: Legislation for labor relation in Kosovo administered by UNMIK but even after the country’s independence, especially its implementation and efforts to reform them are subjects and issues which preoccupies the society and the employees in Kosovo. Establishment, enforcement and reformation of Labor Legislation in Kosovo after 1999 can be clearly divided into two periods such as: The period of UNMIK Administration until the entry into force of the labor legislation in the Republic of Kosovo and the second period the strengthening of labor legislations after the country’s independence. The process of reformation of labor legislation has indicated few tendencies for reformation which have not been reached the adequate level of development. In opinion, is described the fact that labor legislation in Kosovo is facing to many difficulties, which occasionally are reported and elaborated in different reports and researches. The reports made on this issue seclude particularly the legislation being not full in the labor field and certain mechanisms which will ensure the adequate enforcement of legislation and legal protection for employees.

The issue which is elaborated in this project is the fact that enforcement of legislation and certain implementing mechanisms as well as its further reformation, is it a problem which continues to challenge its adequate enforcement? Regarding to this, by analyzing the positive legislation and pertinent literature, the item aims to treat the aspect of implementation in practice of labor legislation, respectively how much and how mechanisms for implementation performs, and what is the dedication of government and society overall to move forward on this direction.
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1 Introduction

The engagement of country legislation on development of a genuine legislation and efforts made for its enforcement through respective mechanism had been associated and are being associated with many different challenges which are of different natures. Legal base, respective actions undertaken in the execution of labour regulation in Kosovo in general and tendencies for its reformation note the content and the focus of this topic. The process of implementation and reformation of labour legislation during this period has marked many reformation and development tendencies, but never achieved the level of implementation nor adequate development. The abovementioned highlighted area as well as the aspect of labour regulation execution will be elaborated in the continuance of this paper. The uniqueness of it is that applicable labour regulation in different institutions has marked tendencies of separate development. At first, different institutions had their internal normative base, and their actions were based in internal rules entered into force by UNMIK administrators depending where they came from, and later by local leaders of those budgetary organisations or institutions. The implementation and reformation of labour legislation and its reformation is in the centre of attention of respective institutions and mechanism since the society and institutions are waiting for executive mechanism functionalising and their best possible performance.

Assuming to analyse labour regulation and its implementation in political and economic processes that the country is facing, I have highlighted the legal base, difficulties and some of the violations encountered during this period. Findings of this article evidence the fact that the time period from 1999 until now is been worked fairly on compiling and implementing of labour legislation in general whose legislation has encountered and continue to encounter difficulties during its practical execution. Implementation difficulties and delays are mainly met on labour law enforcement, while law enforcement of civil service as we shall see is presented in a slightly higher level of implementation.
Relatedness between human work and dignity emphasized and incorporated in ILO’s Constitution in 1946, where is emphasized that “Work is not product and that all human beings have the right to follow material wellbeing and their spiritual development in conditions of freedom and dignity, of economic security and equal opportunities” will be the judgment that will permeate this paperwork.

After the leaving of Serbian Government and Administration from Kosovo, UNMIK Administration in Kosovo beside the applicable legislation has taken legal obligations on implementation of international convents from labour relations. This commitment is foreseen at UNMIK regulation UNMIK, No. 1999/24 “For the law in force in Kosovo, which inter alia states the fact that during the exercise of its functions, all people with public duties or that hold public positions shall respect known international standards of human rights as foreseen in international declarations and convents.

Even if formally said that in Kosovo are applied provisions before 1989, this time when Kosovo had its own laws that regulated employment relations, in practice there are few cases when those provisions are applied. This aspect of non-implementation in practice of respective provisions related to this issue has committed violence of Workpeople Rights in Kosovo during the time of UNMIK administration.

Regulation No. 2001/09 “Over the Constitutional Framework for Provisional Self-Government in Kosovo” in premise, among others called and in different convents where is been said that the obeisance of different convents and standards against the discrimination is presented and is permanent duty of all authorities, organisations and temporary self-government structures.

In after war period in Kosovo mainly in three first years cannot be mentioned any genuine execution of labour law in any budgetary organisation or private/social company, because we didn’t have the consolidation of the ascendancy and mechanism that would care about the adequate execution of labour rights. Regulation No. 2001/27 “Over the Basic Law of Labour in Kosovo” and Regulation No. 2001/36 “Over Law for Civil Service in Kosovo” were the key legislation for regulation of employment relations in Kosovo. The specific of the legal base for civil servant is the fact that we already do not have work contract for unspecified time, but we have contractual relationship in the period commencing from one to three years.

SRSG through the regulation determined basis and frames on regulation of employment relation in Kosovo, creating mechanism that would care in order to implement respective rules and procedures but also to develop necessary and imperative legislation and normative.

Basic criteria on implementation of regulation are foreseen on article 2.1 of Rule No. 2001/36, stating: “Civil service will be leaded by those elaborated principals as below: (a) Equally; (b) Political neutrality and objectivity; (c) Sincerity; (d) Honesty and responsibility; (e) Transparency; (f) Merit; (g) Non-discrimination (h) Comprehension”, etc.

Findings of this paper evident the fact that in the time period of 1999 until now is been worked enough in compiling and strengthening labour legislation in general which legislation have met difficulties during its practical implementation.

The enforcement of labour law in Kosovo due to different experts of this field, reports and opinions, although by interviews and different conversations with columnist and executors of this act, since its enforcement there are evidenced some problems related to its non – implementation. According to different reports and interviews, different employers, are not implementing it also some private businesses are doing the same, and continue to operate without any problem. Labour Inspectorate seems to be impotent to sensitize the owners not to violate labour’s law and rights through blackmail and firing intimidation. In this situation seems that the firing intimidation is the only depreciator that forces employees to remain silent. Another problem continues to be the maternity leave issue and other leaves in general that are challenging and quite undistinguishable mainly in private sector.

There are also evident violations by employers of different sectors such as building, agricultural, medical, hotel etc., requesting from employees to work longer than determined timetable, without safeguard measures and without work contract. It is also clear the fact that in our actuality, in our society, the most difficult mission for each citizen is finding a job. On the other side those who are employed face difficulties because of non genuine compliance of labour law and due to some defects that this law has had during its compiling.

In the other side, if we link the problem with a need of possessing an organic labour law, but without analysing the aspect of practicability, than such Labour Law has its positives sides, because in the event of setting a good legal base for employees and those to be feel more assured in their place of work, to
have guaranteed rights, does not allow at least formally that the employer to violate the right of the employee and at once provide salary and vacation compensation for all employees. If we compare the current labour law with regulation for labour basic law 2001/27 that was juridical base for improving labour relation to the issuing of a new law, we may notice that there are some tiny differences between these two acts. Labour law unlike regulation for basic labour law 2001/27 is more favourable and mainly for people under 18, because in case they get employed cannot work within a week 40 hours as people more than 18, but, will work 30 hours within a week, which are considered full working hours. If we refer to the general principals of the labour rights, different convents and also human reasons, that is it right and moral that the employer to deprive the employee from his legitimate rights are guaranteed by this law. This ascertainment came during the publication of Report over Labour Law enforcement in Kosovo. Due to the report in question, “the most worried findings are that during the monitoring we have found over 56 percent of the employees work without working contracts. So, consequently employee through the power of the market they posses, misuse the employees by bringing unfairness and non-efficiency. Law enforcement requires the engagement of the employee, employers and labour inspectorate. Employer shall be informed with provisions that Labour Law foresees, with obligations that has to employee and with punitive provisions that is foreseen by law in case of violation of his right. Conciseness shall happen as soon as possible and employee shall know that is case if employer denies those rights, the law guarantee protection after the complaint is submitted within institution, than in court or in labour inspectorate. Labour inspectorate shall be more often present in the field, in order to listen the complaints of employees and to be without compromise toward them who violate Labour Law and the rights of the employees. It remains legal obligation of labour inspectorate to monitor Labour Law enforcement, as far as the employer is aware on how to respect the rights of employees which are a legal but also moral obligation.

Beside non-compliance of the law by employee, one another problem also exists, inefficiency of municipal courts to resolve contests from labour relations and as a result of this often come to the hesitation of the employees to address the courts in order to require justice in case if their work contract is discontinued in arbitrary manner by employer. By the content of labour law and of civil servant has differences and mainly with the time table within a working day and brakes within one day that belong to the employees. Labour Law determines 30 minutes brake within 8 working hours and this provision is respected by private sector. In another hand law for civil service who gives a chance to the civil servants to have (1) one hours brake within eight (8) working hours and this in employees convenient, but not to the state, so thus it seems that laws are not in harmony and employees in this aspect are not equally treated as in private sector also in public one. Even if the majority of employees are aware that in Kosovo exists a Labour Law, nevertheless only few of them know the content of the law and what rights are guaranteed by this law. This ascertainment came during the publication of Report over Labour Law enforcement in Kosovo. Due to the report in question, “the most worried findings are that during the monitoring we have found over 56 percent of the employees work without working contracts. So, they have only one kind of agreement with employer that is a violation of their rights. As unionists expressed, quote “We require the implementation of laws in practice for the rights of employees, we require the endorsement of collective agreement in national level which is prepared, we require the implementation of minimal wage agreement that social economic council has taken this year, in order that to be 220 euro” said in publication.

During a debate for Labour Law, respectively maternity leave, organized by Centre of Human Rights in University of Pristina, there are discussed amends of the labour law, amends that, according to majority of panellists, are drawback for females. In the same debate many legal officers have given their opinions regarding the harmonisation of national legislation with EU legislation in the Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare, who said that even after harmonisation, the proposal related to woman after child-birth is applied a leave of 9 month with a payment, it has been inadmissible for World Bank.
Ombudsman, Sami Kurteshi, has said that this law has more negative than positive amends. Kurteshi has evaluated that the law in current form is inadmissible no matter what kind of amends will be done, according to him, monitoring mechanism shall be raised on the implementation of Labour Law in general. Whereas the proposal of the Chamber of Commerce for the payment of maternity leave, that the payment for woman after the child-birth to be 4.5 months from businesses and 4.5 months from The Government of Kosovo, evaluating as an acceptable proposal by businesses. Law enforcement of civil servants in Kosovo is a precondition of the functioning of a functional public administration. Civil Service, respectively administration implementing bodies are key provider of public services. Regarding the implementation of law, in field there are performed researches and analyses regarding the issue of secondary legislation of Law enforcement. Information over the development of Law enforcement bodies for civil service are collected by different institutions, through interviews with officers of administration and personnel departments in 34 municipalities and 12 ministries. All respected evaluated ministries and the majority of evaluated municipalities have developed implementing bodies, as determined by Law for Civil Service. Nevertheless, secondary legislation on Implementation of Law for Civil Service is not finalized yet.

The process of transformation of civil officer’s contracts to the act of nomination with the indefinite term has been completed only in 67 percent of assessed ministries and in 62 percent of municipalities, against the certain term for termination of this process in July 2011. As a part of wider reform of public administration, reforms in civil service are defined in Law for Civil Service that entered into force in 2010. Legal package for 2013 that will include the reformation of public administration due to local executive, perform obligations that come from pointed remarks by the Feasibility Study for Kosovo. With legal package, government alleged that has included in legal programme of this year all laws that have to do with the reformation of public administration due to required criteria by European Union. Innovation in this legislative package is the law that defines the wages of civil servants and political staff, “Law for civil service and wages, such laws that need to be changed. As already stated, Law for civil service requires many sublegal acts to be approved within six months or a year since the date of entry into force, according to the issue that they treat. Until December 2012, MPA and Government have issued in total 21 sublegal acts. A disorderly issue was the non-proportional under-representation of roman, Egyptian community in Kosovo in all levels of civil service. Regarding gender representation, provided statistics by MPA shows that as institutions in central level also those in local level were almost in full accordance with their legal obligations in order to provide the representation of females of at least 40 percent of civil service employees, by 36 percent in central level institutions and 41 percent municipal institutions. The lack of a regulation for categorizing of vacancies would clarify the process which is approved in March 2012, has procrastinated the process of contract’s transformation in many municipalities. Highlighted elaborations and examples in this article reflect the implementation of labour legislation in Kosovo that demonstrate the need for determined amends and progressions in the labour area in Kosovo. Unlike the 2012 Feasibility Study, among others it is said that delays in the implementation of the new legislation undermine the creation of a public professional administration and create conditions for a legal vacuum that is detrimental for the reform process. In a very short time, Kosovo shall approve all sublegal acts for laws over civil service as well as wages for civil services and care for the implementation and respect for the law and respective procedures in order to evident the commitment for their implementation.

2 Conclusions

Analysing applicable regulation of labour in Kosovo in general and analysing reports of many mechanism that have performed researches for the level of practicability of labour regulation and attempts on its reform in Kosovo despite the social and political achievements after 1999, labour applicable regulation, respective mechanism and the level or practicability, evaluated as non-appropriate level. The rights of the employees in Kosovo are not pleasingly respected, yet. Unionists are not satisfied with the implementation of law in employment areas. Employees have addressed many complaints, mainly related to the working contracts and other violations performed in economic private sector. While many issues are already regulated with secondary legislation, there is a need of other regulations in order that the Law for Civil Service to be fully executed. The transformation of civil service contracts into the act of nomination with indefinite term is a process that is not finished in the
majority of institutions yet. The independent body responsible for the adjudication of the civil servants according to the Law for civil service is facing with considerable challenges. Some issues by labour area were absent and left to the time (such as: different health and social insurance, health, material compensation of curing expenses, for the injured or disabled officer or close family of the decedent officer, etc. Different reports emphasize as summarized the conclusions such as: weak professionalism, politicization, lack of qualification, lack of legislation and implementing mechanism, etc. Labour reformation and regulation development stagnated, respectively are very slow and depended among others on budgetary potential. The duration of vacations, maternity leaves, medical leaves etc. was shorter and in some aspects contray with foreseen rights on the international convenant. It is noteworthy the zeal of institutions to achieve the level of ethnical and gender representation commensurate to legislation in force and other higher standards.
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